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The World's longest short hole drill: CoroDrill® DS20
The CoroDrill® DS20 has the longest reach: It's the first indexable drill in the metalworking world that
goes to 7 times diameter. No more flipping over of big components to drill from the other side just
because the indexable drill's length falls short of your component's requirement. After seven years of
development, the CoroDrill® DS20 is set to become the benchmark for deep and high-precision drilling.
Watch this demo film to see the CoroDrill DS20® in action.

Watch now

CoroTurn® Prime SL head: Internal
PrimeTurning™ for smaller diameters
With CoroTurn® Prime SL heads it is now possible to use
internal PrimeTurning™ for hole diameters down to 40 mm
(1.575 inch).
This will help you to increase your productivity and achieve
excellent chip control. To secure maximum output, use the
CoroPlus® ToolPath software that now also supports internal
PrimeTurning™ applications.

> Learn more about CoroTurn® Prime SL head

CoroPlus® Tool Path update:
Including internal PrimeTurning™ &
thread turning operations
The CoroPlus® Tool Path software now includes 2 different
modules, PrimeTurning™ & thread turning.
The PrimeTurning™ module is updated to supply
programming codes and techniques to secure maximum
output for internal PrimeTurning™ operations. The thread
turning module is completely new, offering programming
support for external and internal threadturning operations.

> Learn more about CoroPlus® Tool Path applications

On a local scale
Driving towards a greener future: How additive manufactured tools from
Sandvik Coromant help bring Arizona-based automaker Local Motors
nearer its goal of sustainability.

> Read the full story

A robust drill for tough materials
Designed with a focus on industries where demands for rigorous
processes and stringent quality are extremely high, the CoroDrill® 860
with -SM geometry is an optimized solution for short-hole drilling in ISO S
materials such as heat-resistant super alloys (HRSAs), titanium and
Inconel.
Featuring a consistent cutting edge with a brand-new coating and
excellent dimensional accuracy, the drill offers robust machining security
and repeatable drilling performance in tough materials.

> Discover CoroDrill® 860
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